Are Korean Households Willing to Pay a Premium for Induction Cooktops over Gas Stoves?
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Abstract: Korean households generally prefer to use induction cooktops rather than gas stoves because of their greater convenience and safety features. This paper tries to investigate whether Korean households are willing to pay a premium for replacing their gas stoves, which are currently common in Korea, with induction cooktops, from the perspective of convenience and safety. To this end, a contingent valuation technique was applied to assess the additional willingness to pay (WTP) a premium for using an induction cooktop rather than a gas stove. A nationwide survey of 1000 households was carried out. The results indicate that the mean additional WTP for using an induction cooktop rather than a gas stove is KRW 207 (USD 0.19) per cubic meter of residential gas. This value can be interpreted as the convenience and safety benefits to the consumer of using an induction cooktop rather than a gas stove, or residential electricity rather than residential gas for cooking. It amounts to approximately 26.7% of the average 2015 price of residential gas, which was KRW 775 (USD 0.70) per cubic meter. If the gap between the price for residential electricity and the price for residential gas is less than the WTP value, households will increase their demand for residential electricity for cooking.
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1. Introduction

Gas stoves, which use natural gas (NG) to generate heat, are one of the most popular cooking appliances in Korean households. NG is supplied through gas pipes to individual households, and the burner is lit when a spark ignites the NG. By contrast, an induction cooktop is a cooking appliance that generates heat using electricity. The strong magnetic field generated from the electricity meets the metal and creates resistance, which generates heat. Since no flame is seen and there is no direct heat transfer, the induction cooktop itself stays cold while the pot on the induction cooktop is heated.

Until a few years ago, induction cooktops were only used in Korea in places sensitive to fire, including restaurants and accommodation facilities. However, as the convenience and safety of induction cooktops are becoming more widely known, domestic induction cooktops are expanding their market share. A number of studies have shown that induction cooktops give better performance in terms of thermal efficiency [1], emit fewer air pollutants, and greatly enhance public convenience compared to gas stoves [2–5]. Induction cooktops have therefore been bought for both existing apartments, where they replace gas stoves, and newly built apartments in Korea.

Korean households generally prefer to use an induction cooktops rather than a gas stoves because of the greater convenience and the safety features of an induction cooktop. When cooking with a gas stove, harmful gases such as carbon monoxide and formaldehyde are released because of incomplete combustion. The harmful gases emitted from a gas stove adversely affect the human body, so it is
necessary to ensure continuous ventilation even during cold winters, and the hood must be cleaned frequently [6–12].

There are several merits of using an induction cooktop for cooking food. First, no harmful gases are emitted in the house, so it is more convenient to cook the food [3]. Second, it is difficult to clean the pot stand of a stove, but an induction cooktop is easy to clean because the food does not burn or stick even if it spills. Third, since the container itself is heated, the room temperature is not raised, so that cooking is more comfortable in hot summers. When a gas stove is used, the cooking time is longer if a strong wind is blowing, so the window has to be closed during cooking even in hot summers. In contrast, an induction cooktop is convenient because, since there is no flame, it is not influenced by the wind [13,14]. Fourth, gas stoves can only be used when a gas pipe is installed; an induction cooktop has the advantage that it can be used wherever it is located [4]. Fifth, an induction cooktop prevents the container from overheating, and there is little risk of burns and fires. Gas stoves should always be used with caution because of the danger of gas leaks or of flames being transferred. Between 2012 and 2016, a total of 12 people were killed and 212 people injured in fires caused by gas leaks in the home. Last but not least, it is estimated that such fires caused property damage of 2.9 billion won [15]. For these reasons, despite the price of an induction cooktop being higher than that of a gas stove, sales of induction cooktops in Korea in 2016 were 20 percent higher than in the previous year [16].

In summary, it is expected that the demand for induction cooktops will grow in Korea because of their convenience and safety. This may lead to an increase in the demand for residential electricity in Korea. Therefore, information is needed about the convenience and safety benefits of induction cooktops over gas stoves so that policymakers can more accurately predict the demand for electricity. There are some studies in the literature that evaluate the efficiency and safety features of induction cooktops and gas stoves [1–5,11,13,14]. However, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, there has been little investigation into the convenience and safety benefits of domestic induction cooktops. This is very much needed in order to provide policymakers with usable and quantitative information.

This study seeks to assess the convenience and safety benefits to residents of Korea of induction cooktops over gas stoves. The research uses a contingent valuation (CV) technique. The rest of the paper comprises four sections. Section 2 explains the methodology employed in the study. Section 3 presents the willingness to pay (WTP) model adopted. Section 4 reports the results and discusses them. The paper concludes with a final section.

2. Methodology

2.1. Method: The CV Approach

According to microeconomic theory, the additional WTP a premium for using an induction cooktop rather than a gas stove can be used as a basis for valuing the convenience and safety benefits of the induction cooktop [17,18]. Because a household induction cooktop is convenient for the consumer and has certain safety features, we consider the convenience and safety benefits of using an induction cooktop rather than a gas stove. It can be measured by employing the CV method, which has been the most frequently applied technique in the literature since Arrow et al.’s [19] recommendation. They strongly supported the use of the CV approach in circumstances requiring administrative and/or jurisdictional decision making. Moreover, the CV method is theoretically based on microeconomics [20–23].

2.2. Sampling and Survey Instrument

Random sampling is needed in a CV survey to obtain a sample that represents the population well. Thus, the sampling was commissioned by an expert who was affiliated with a professional survey firm and reflected the population characteristics observed from a census by Statistics Korea, the Korean statistical office. More specifically, stratified random sampling was conducted. That is, we divided our nation into 16 strata and implemented random sampling within each stratum.
The head or housekeeper of the sampled households was selected as the interviewee to derive responsible opinions from the perspective of a household rather than an individual. In addition, we limited the respondents’ age to 20–64, because people who are younger or older have difficulties in responding to the WTP question in the Korean situation. The CV survey was administered in the respondents’ homes by trained enumerators in person-to-person interviews during September 2016. In-person interviews enable interviewers to explain effectively the object to be valued to the interviewees, to convey easily visual color cards describing the purpose and background information of the survey to them, and eventually to help them to respond to the WTP question without any difficulty. We obtained 1000 useable observations which we will analyze. The number of observations appears to be adequate in that Arrow et al.’s [19] recommendation to use of a total sample size of 1000 respondents was met.

We tested a preliminary survey questionnaire with a group of 30 persons to ascertain the respondents’ understandability and clarity. A total of 30 persons from the focus group made a number of comments that could improve the quality of the survey instrument and provided the preliminary distribution of their WTP for the plan’s implementation that can provide a set of bid amounts. Reflecting the results of the focus group interview, we finalized the CV survey instrument as follows: (a) descriptions of the objective and background information of the survey; (b) questions concerning the respondents’ perceptions and experiences related to the object to be valued; (c) questions on the additional WTP a premium for the use of an induction cooktop rather than a gas stove; and (d) questions regarding the characteristics of the respondents’ household.

2.3. How to Elicit WTP

We used a dichotomous choice (DC) question format to obtain the information on the respondents’ additional WTP a premium for using an induction cooktop rather than a gas stove. In the DC CV, an interviewee is required to state whether she/he has the willingness to accept the payment of an offered bid to achieve a given improvement or not. Thus, the response is ‘yes’ or ‘no’. The DC method has been applied widely since the theoretical analysis of DC CV data was proposed by Hanemann [24] and its use was recommended by Arrow et al. [19]. Moreover, a number of studies endorsed the application of DC questions instead of open-ended questions (e.g., [25–27]). Open-ended questions usually cause large amounts of protest bid responses and do not coincide with the respondents’ incentive. On the other hand, DC questions can mitigate protest bid responses and induce incentive-compatible responses.

The DC question methods are usually divided into two parts. The first is a single-bounded (SB) DC format in which just one question about the respondent’s WTP is used. The second question method is a double-bounded (DB) DC format whereby a follow-up question is additionally asked to refine the respondent’s WTP. The DB DC format can give us a narrower or more efficient range of WTP than the SB DC format because the second question enables us to narrow the range of the respondent’s WTP [28]. However, numerous studies have argued that the second question can cause response bias in eliciting WTP responses. The respondent’s compliance or resentment arising from the second question may induce her/him to state a false WTP that is greater or smaller than her/his true WTP (e.g., [29,30]). Therefore, the one-and-one-half-bounded (OOHB) DC question method presented in Cooper et al. [31] is employed in this study (e.g., [32–34]). This is because it can selectively exploit the merits of a single-bounded DC format endorsed by Carson and Groves [30] and a double-bounded DC format suggested by Hanemann et al. [28].

2.4. Payment Vehicle

The object to be valued in the CV question has not been achieved at present and is in itself hypothetical. Thus, an instrument to immerse people in the hypothetical situation is needed for the CV question. The instrument is usually called the payment vehicle, which means a medium through which the respondents’ WTP is paid. The payment vehicle must be determined to allow the respondents to
accept it persuasively and understandably. Moreover, it should be familiar to them and unrestricted to conventional expenditure. We employed the residential gas bill, because the residential gas bill is the most common in Korea and is clearly related to their actual expenditure [35–37].

The WTP question asked in our CV survey was “Would your household be willing to pay a specified bid for using an induction cooktop rather than a gas stove from the perspective of convenience and safety through an increase in residential gas bills, supposing that the use of an induction cooktop would certainly be guaranteed?”

3. WTP Model

3.1. OOHB DC Model

The following model comes from Cooper et al. [31]. Let T, A, and Y be the number of observations, the bid offered to respondent j, and respondent j’s WTP. Before conducting the CV survey, sets of two bids, \( A^L_j \) and \( A^U_j \) (\( A^L_j < A^U_j \)), should be determined. In the field survey, of those a set is randomly offered to respondent j in the following manner. About 50 percent of respondents are confronted with \( A^L_j \) and asked to decide whether they accept the payment of \( A^L_j \). If they accept the payment, they are additionally faced with \( A^U_j \) and required to state ‘yes’ or ‘no’ to \( A^U_j \). Otherwise, no further question is asked. Similarly, the remaining approximate 50 percent of respondents are provided with \( A^U_j \) and urged to decide whether they accept the payment of it. If the answer is ‘no’, an additional question identifying respondents’ WTP as a positive value less than zero. An additional question concerning \( A^L_j \) is asked. Otherwise, no further question is presented.

The list of possible responses when \( A^L_j \) is offered at first are ‘yes–yes’ (\( Y_j > A^U_j \)), ‘yes–no’ (\( A^L_j < Y_j < A^U_j \)), and ‘no’ (\( Y_j < A^L_j \)). Likewise, the list of possible responses when \( A^U_j \) is supplied at first are ‘yes’ (\( Y_j > A^U_j \)), ‘no–yes’ (\( A^L_j < Y_j < A^U_j \)), and ‘no–no’ (\( Y_j < A^L_j \)). Thus, the variables describing the six responses are formulated as \( I_{j1}^Y, I_{j1}^{YN}, I_{j1}^N, I_{j1}^1, I_{j1}^{NY}, \) and \( I_{j1}^{NN} \) whose value is one if interviewee j’s answer coincides with the superscript and zero if not.

3.2. Spike Model

As explained below, 51.1% of respondents reported zero WTP. Thus, a spike model given in Kriström [38] and Yoo & Kwak [39] is utilized in this study to model the WTP observations with a number of zeros. An additional question identifying respondents’ WTP as a positive value less than the lower bid (\( A^L_j \)) or zero was asked of the respondents who stated ‘no’ to the lower bid. The possible responses are ‘yes’ and ‘no.’ The former means \( 0 < Y_j < A^L \), and the latter indicates \( Y_j = 0 \). Consequently, one more binary variable, \( I_{jY}^T \), can be defined. Its value is one if respondent j responded ‘yes’ to the additional question and zero otherwise.

In the spike model, we formulate the distribution function of the WTP, \( H_y(\cdot) \), as

\[
H_y(A; \gamma_0, \gamma_1) = \begin{cases} 
\left[1 + \exp(\gamma_0 - \gamma_1 A)\right]^{-1} & \text{if } A > 0 \\
\left[1 + \exp(\gamma_1)\right]^{-1} & \text{if } A = 0 \\
0 & \text{if } A < 0
\end{cases}
\]

where \( \gamma_0 \) and \( \gamma_1 \) are the parameters of the WTP distribution. The log-likelihood function for our spike model is

\[
\ln L = \sum_{j=1}^{T} \{I_{jY}^T \ln[1 - H_y(A^U_j; \gamma_0, \gamma_1)] + (I_{jYN}^T + I_{jNY}^T) \ln[H_y(A^U_j; \gamma_0, \gamma_1) - H_y(A^L_j; \gamma_0, \gamma_1)] + I_{jY}^T (I_{jYN}^T + I_{jNN}^T) \ln[H_y(A^L_j; \gamma_0, \gamma_1) - H_y(0; \gamma_0, \gamma_1)] + (1 - I_{jY}^T)(I_{jYN}^T + I_{jNN}^T) \ln H_y(0; \gamma_0, \gamma_1)\}
\]
The values for $\gamma_0$ and $\gamma_1$ maximizing Equation (2) are the maximum likelihood estimator, which is known to be consistent and asymptotically efficient. It is necessary to compute the mean WTP, a location value for the respondent’s WTP. We use the usual formula for calculating the average and compute the mean WTP as

$$E(Y) = \int_{0}^{\infty} \left[ 1 - H_Y(A; \gamma_0, \gamma_1) \right] dA - \int_{-\infty}^{0} H_Y(A; \gamma_0, \gamma_1) dA = \left( \frac{1}{\gamma_1} \right) \ln \left[ 1 + \exp(\gamma_0) \right]$$

(3)

4. Estimation Result

4.1. Data

From the results from a focus group interview, the list of bids was determined as KRW 20/100, 50/150, 100/200, 150/300, 200/400, 300/500, and 400/700. When the survey was conducted, the exchange rate was USD 1.0 = KRW 1107. Results reflect data from 1000 usable observations. The final data were judged to be of good quality by both enumerators and supervisors. The number of the responses to each bid is reported in Table 1. A total of 511 respondents stated zero WTP a premium for using an induction cooktop rather than a gas stove. This portrays our strategy of using the spike model as appropriate.

Table 1. Distribution of responses by bid amount.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bid Amount</th>
<th>Lower Bid Is Presented as the First Bid (%)</th>
<th>Upper Bid Is Presented as the First Bid (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘Yes–Yes’</td>
<td>‘Yes–No’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 100</td>
<td>23 (16.1)</td>
<td>26 (18.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 150</td>
<td>19 (13.3)</td>
<td>15 (10.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 200</td>
<td>16 (11.2)</td>
<td>12 (8.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150 300</td>
<td>11 (7.7)</td>
<td>14 (9.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 400</td>
<td>12 (8.5)</td>
<td>15 (10.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300 500</td>
<td>10 (7.0)</td>
<td>10 (7.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 700</td>
<td>10 (7.0)</td>
<td>10 (7.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample size</td>
<td>101 (20.2)</td>
<td>102 (10.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: a The unit is Korean won and USD 1 was approximately equal to KRW 1107 at the time of the survey; b The numbers in parentheses beside the number of responses are the percentage of sample size.

4.2. Results from Estimating the OOHB DC Spike Model

Table 2 presents the outcomes of estimating the OOHB DC spike model. The coefficient for the bid is statistically meaningful at the 1% level and has a negative sign. This implies that a lower bid amount makes it more likely that the respondent will answer ‘yes’ to the bid. The spike is estimated to be 0.5134. This value is quite close to the sample proportion (51.1%). Judging from the Wald statistic, the estimated equation has a statistical significance. Thus, we can proceed to any interpretation of the estimated coefficients with statistical meaningfulness. The mean household WTP a premium for using an induction cooktop rather than a gas stove is computed to be KRW 207 (USD 0.19) per cubic meter of residential gas, which possesses statistical meaningfulness. The confidence intervals calculated adopting Krinsky and Robb’s [40] method are also presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Estimation results of the spike model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Coefficient Estimates $^d$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>$-0.0535 (-0.85)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bid $^a$</td>
<td>$-0.0322 (-17.67)^#$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spike</td>
<td>$0.5134 (32.53)^#$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean WTP per cubic meter of residential gas</td>
<td>KRW 207 (USD 0.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-value</td>
<td>16.49 $^#$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95% confidence intervals $^b$</td>
<td>KRW 184–234 (USD 0.17–2.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99% confidence intervals $^b$</td>
<td>KRW 178–244 (USD 0.16–0.22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of observations</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log-likelihoods</td>
<td>$-1216.98$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wald statistics $^c$ (p-values)</td>
<td>271.95 (0.000)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: $^a$ The unit is 1000 Korean won and 1.0 USD was approximately equal to KRW 1107 at the time of the survey; $^b$ The confidence intervals are calculated using the Monte Carlo simulation technique of Krinsky & Robb [40], with 5000 replications; $^c$ The null hypothesis is that all the parameters are jointly zero, and the corresponding p-value is reported in parentheses beside the statistic; $^d$ The numbers in parentheses beside the coefficient estimates are the t-values, computed from the analytic second derivatives of the log-likelihood; $^#$ indicates statistical significance at the 1% level.

4.3. Estimation Results of the Model with Covariates

Let $z_j$ and $\delta$, respectively, be the covariate vector for respondent $j$ and the corresponding parameter vector to be estimated. To investigate how covariates influence the probability of stating ‘yes’ to an offered bid, we estimate the model with covariates, where $\gamma_0$ in Equation (1) is simply replaced with $\gamma_0 + z_j' \delta$. The socio-economic variables used for the covariates and their sample statistics are described in Table 3. For example, 50% of the participants were male, and the average household income was KRW 4.33 million (USD 3910) per household per month.

Table 3. Definitions and sample statistics of the variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Definitions</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>The respondent’s gender (1 = male; 0 = female)</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family</td>
<td>The size of the respondent’s household (unit: persons)</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>The respondent’s education level in years</td>
<td>14.01</td>
<td>2.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>The household’s monthly income before tax deduction (unit: million Korean won)</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>1.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 contains the results from estimating the OOHB DC spike model including some socio-economic variables. In this model, we can compute the spike as $[1 + \exp(\gamma_0 + \bar{z}' \hat{\delta})]^{-1}$, where $\bar{z}$ is the vector of the mean values given in Table 3 and $\hat{\delta}$ is the vector of the coefficient estimates presented in Table 4. The spike is calculated as 0.5143, which is same to the value in Table 2 (0.5134). The mean WTP as a premium for using an induction cooktop rather than a gas stove is calculated to be KRW 203 (USD 0.18) per cubic meter of residential gas. This value is also close to that in Table 2 (KRW 207). Adding covariates to the model does not significantly change the estimates for the spike and mean WTP.

The estimates of the coefficients for gender, family, education, and income variables all have statistical meaningfulness at the 5% level and are negative, negative, positive, and positive. Female respondents have a higher probability of answering ‘yes’ to a bid than male respondents. Respondents whose household size is smaller have a higher tendency to report ‘yes’ to an offered bid than others. More educated respondents are more likely to say ‘yes’ to a given bid than others. Household income has a positive relation to the probability of stating ‘yes’ to a presented bid.
Table 4. Estimation results of the spike model with covariates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Estimates</th>
<th>t-Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>−0.7063</td>
<td>−1.84 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bid b</td>
<td>−0.0328</td>
<td>−16.89 #</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>−0.2978</td>
<td>−2.45 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family</td>
<td>−0.1654</td>
<td>−2.72 #</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>0.0685</td>
<td>2.64 #</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>0.8924</td>
<td>2.56 #</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spike</td>
<td>0.5143</td>
<td>32.55 #</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean WTP per cubic meter of residential gas KRW 203 (USD 0.18) with t-value 16.15 #
95% confidence interval b KRW 180–230 (USD 0.16–0.21)
99% confidence interval b KRW 173–240 (USD 0.16–0.22)
Number of observations 1000
Log-likelihood −1205.172
Wald statistic c (p-value) 260.87 (0.000)

Notes: The variables are defined in Table 1. * The unit is KRW 1000 and USD 1.0 was approximately equal to KRW 1107 at the time of the survey; ** The confidence intervals are calculated by the use of the Monte Carlo simulation technique suggested by Krinsky and Robb [40] with 5000 replications; *** The null hypothesis is that all the parameters are jointly zero, and the corresponding p-value is reported in the parentheses next to the statistic; #, **, and * indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

4.4. Discussion of the Results

No assessment of the convenience and safety benefits of using an induction cooktop rather than a gas stove has been reported in the literature. Thus, it seems that the issue is not an important research topic in most countries. In Korea, however, information about the convenience and safety benefits of using an induction cooktop rather than a gas stove is needed. As explained above, the use of induction cooktops is expanding quickly in Korea since many people have become interested in their convenience and safety features. Consequently, uncovering the convenience and safety benefits to consumers of using an induction cooktop instead of a gas stove is meaningful for Korea.

Before we expand the sample results to the whole population, it is necessary to examine whether the sample represents the national population well. In this regard, from Statistics Korea we founded three socio-economic variables through which we can compare the characteristics for the sample with those for the population. They are the household’s monthly income, the size of the household, and the ratio of female respondents. At the time of survey, the values were KRW 4.37 million, 3.17 persons, and 49.9%, respectively. Our sample averages are KRW 4.33 million, 3.31 persons, and 50.0%. The former values are not significantly different from the latter values. In addition, with the help of the trained interviewers who were affiliated with a professional survey firm, almost 100 percent of the interviewed households answered to all questions in the CV survey.

From our results we estimate that the mean additional WTP a premium for using an induction cooktop rather than a gas stove is KRW 207 (USD 0.19) per cubic meter of residential gas. Given that in 2015 the average price of residential gas for cooking was KRW 775.13 (USD 0.70) per cubic meter, the convenience and safety benefits that ensue from using an induction cooktop instead of a gas stove amount to 26.7% of the average price of residential gas for cooking. This suggests that Korean residents would be willing to pay a significant premium to use an induction cooktop instead of a gas stove. Changing from gas stoves to induction cooktops would thus be preferred for Korean households.

The average prices of residential gas and residential electricity in 2015 were KRW 73.12 and 143.83 per calorie, respectively. The gap was KRW 70.70 KRW per calorie. The estimated mean premium for induction cooktops over gas stoves can be converted to KRW 19.53 per calorie. Therefore, the households with lower WTP for using an induction cooktop instead of a gas stove than the gap are not likely to use the induction cooktops. On the other hand, the households with higher WTP for using an induction cooktop instead of a gas stove than the gap tend to use the induction cooktops. These results can be utilized in predicting the
residential electricity demand for the induction cooktops with respect to the price of residential electricity relative to that of residential gas price, since an induction cooktop is a substitute for a gas stove.

The Korean government is preparing a long-term national plan for electricity, the 8th Basic Plan for Long-term Electricity Supply and Demand (2017–2031). The plan includes the long-term outlook for electricity supply and demand, plans for generation facilities, transmission facilities, and transformation facilities, and plans for electricity demand management. The initial task when drawing up the plan is to forecast the electricity demand. In doing this, a number of issues, such as predictions of the gross domestic product, the price of electricity, temperature, and how many electric vehicles will be on the roads, are considered. An important issue to be considered when forecasting the electricity demand is how the supply of induction cooktops will be expanded and how far the expansion will affect residential electricity use. The results from our study can be used in looking into this issue. If the gap between the price for residential electricity and the price for residential gas is less than the WTP value, households will increase their demand for residential electricity because they will replace their gas stoves with induction cooktops. These points should be reflected in forecasting the demand for residential electricity.

5. Conclusions and Policy Implications

The induction cooktop has emerged as a substitute for the gas stove because of the greater convenience and the safety features of an induction cooktop. An induction cooktop does not emit air pollutants indoors and thus has an enhanced public convenience and safety compared to a gas stove. The preference of Korean households for induction cooktops has increased, and this will cause a rapid increase in the supply of induction cooktops. Sales of induction cooktops increased from 456,300 units in 2015 to 555,900 units in 2016, a rise of 20%. Sales of gas stoves fell by 2.0% in 2016 compared to 2015. This can affect the use of residential electricity. Thus, information about the convenience and safety benefits of using an induction cooktop rather than a gas stove is needed for policymakers.

The average electricity consumption of the Korean households was 385 kWh per month during 2016. The conversion from a gas stove to an induction cooktop is expected to increase a household’s electricity consumption by 45 kWh when a household uses an induction cooktop consuming 1500 W of electricity one hour per a day. Thus, the conversion implies an increase of 11.7% in household electricity consumption about. If a 20% increase in the conversion arises, total consumption of residential electricity by households will be increased by about 2.3%.

The information helps policymakers to make accurate predictions of the demand for residential electricity. However, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, the convenience and safety benefits of using an induction cooktop have rarely been investigated in the literature. Economic theory indicates that the convenience and safety benefits of using an induction cooktop rather than a gas stove can be measured by finding the consumer’s additional WTP for such use. To this end, the article applied the CV approach in a national survey of 1000 randomly chosen households. Moreover, the OOHB DC spike model is adopted to model the WTP observations with zero responses.

The Korean government is scheduled to establish the 8th Basic Plan for Long-term Electricity Supply and Demand (2017–2031). The forecasting of electricity demand is critical for establishing the long-term national plan for electricity. Thus, the expansion in the supply of induction cooktops and how this expansion will affect residential electricity use is an important issue in forecasting electricity demand. This study has attempted to investigate this issue. The convenience and safety benefits of the induction cooktop over the gas stove were estimated to be KRW 207 (USD 0.19) per cubic meter of residential gas. This value amounts to approximately 26.7% of the average 2015 price for residential gas, KRW 775 (USD 0.70) per cubic meter.

Given the constraints on power generation, correct and valid estimates to forecast electricity demand are required to establish an economically feasible plan. If the gap between the price for residential electricity and the price for residential gas is less than the additional WTP a premium for using an induction cooktop rather than a gas stove (KRW 207 or USD 0.19), the demand for residential electricity because of
the use of induction cooktops would be expected to increase. Therefore, it is necessary to understand the planned expansion and to use this information to establish policies for the electricity supply in accordance with the increased demand for residential electricity. It should be noted that the research findings may be unique to Korea. In order to obtain more generalized insights about a premium for induction cooktops over gas stoves, future studies should apply the framework adopted in this study to other countries and compare the findings from Korea with those from other countries. The message of the task will be all the more useful as there is little evidence concerning this issue.
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